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Authenticity Of Salah
A Textbook of Hadith Studies provides an academic
introduction to the Hadith, or the teachings of the
Prophet Muhammad, which are second only to the
Qur'an (Koran) in their authoritativeness within
Islamic tradition. Suitable for university courses and
all serious students of Islam, the topics surveyed
include Hadith methodology, Hadith literature, the
history of Hadith compilation and documentation,
and the methods of Hadith criticism (al-jarh wa alta'dil) and classification. Mohammad Hashim Kamali,
born in Afghanistan in 1944, was a professor of
Islamic Law and Jurisprudence at the International
Islamic University in Malaysia, and dean of the
International Institute of Islamic Thought and
Civilization (ISTAC) from 1985–2007. He is currently
chairman and CEO of the International Institute of
Advanced Islamic Studies, Malaysia. He is also on
the international advisory boards of eleven academic
journals published in Malaysia, the United States,
Canada, Kuwait, India, Australia, and Pakistan.
Professor Kamali has addressed over 120 national
and international conferences, and has published
sixteen books and over 110 academic articles. His
books include The Principles of Islamic
Jurisprudence, Freedom of Expression in Islam, and
Islamic Commercial Law: An Analysis of Futures and
Options.
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In Guarding Cultural Memory, Flora González
Mandri examines the vibrant and uniquely
illuminating post-Revolutionary creative endeavors of
Afro-Cuban women. Taking on the question of how
African diaspora cultures practice remembrance, she
reveals the ways in which these artists restage the
confrontations between modernity and tradition.
González Mandri considers the work of the poet and
cultural critic Nancy Morejón, the poet Excilia
Saldaña, the filmmaker Gloria Rolando, and the
artists María Magdalena Campos-Pons and Belkis
Ayón. In their cultural representations these women
conflate the artistic, the historical, and the personal
to produce a transformative image of the black
woman as a forger of Cuban culture. They achieve
this in several ways: by redefining autobiography as
a creative expression for the convergence of the
domestic and the national; by countering the
eroticized image of the mulatta in favor of a mythical
conception of the female body as a site for the
engraving of cultural and national conflicts and
resolutions; and by valorizing certain aesthetic and
religious traditions in relation to a postmodern artistic
sensibility Placing these artists in their historical
context, González Mandri shows how their
accomplishments were consistently silenced in
official Cuban history and culture and explores the
strategies through which culturally censored
memories survived--and continue to survive--in a
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Caribbean country purported to have integrated its
Hispanic and African peoples and heritages into a
Cuban identity. The picture that finally emerges is
one not only of exceptional artistic achievement but
also of successful redefinitions of concepts of race,
gender, and nation in the face of almost
insurmountable cultural odds.
The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam
(1930) is Muhammad Iqbal's major philosophic work:
a series of profound reflections on the perennial
conflict among science, religion, and philosophy,
culminating in new visions of the unity of human
knowledge, of the human spirit, and of God. Iqbal's
thought contributed significantly to the establishment
of Pakistan, to the religious and political ideals of the
Iranian Revolution, and to the survival of Muslim
identity in parts of the former USSR. It now serves
as new bridge between East and West and between
Islam and the other Religions of the Book. With a
new Introduction by Javed Majeed, this edition of
The Reconstruction opens the teachings of Iqbal to
the modern, Western reader. It will be essential
reading for all those interested in Islamic intellectual
history, the renewal of Islam in the modern world,
and political theory of Islam's relationship to the
West.
As-Salah is not only the 2nd pillar but also the main
pillar of Islam and on the Day of Judgment the first
question will be about Salah. The Holy Qur’an does
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not only repeat the order of Allah (SWT) about
establishing the Salah numerous times but also
states that Salah and Zakah had been obligatory in
the Shari‘ah of all prior Prophets and is a must for
our success in this life and in the life hereafter: We
noticed brothers / sisters missing the pillars of Salah
without which Salah is invalidated and Salah has to
be repeated to complete it. We also noticed that
brothers/ sisters getting into hot arguments and start
labeling each other as Wahaabi, Ahl-e-Hadith,
Brailvi, Dewbandi etc. for those parts of Salah, the
performing or missing of which does not make any
difference in completing the Salah. In this booklet we
have tabulated the pillar (Fardh), obligatory (Wajib)
and Sunnah parts of Salah as a quick reference. The
difference between a pillar and obligatory part is that
a pillar cannot be waived, whether one omits it
deliberately or by mistake Salah has to be repeated.
If one forgets any obligatory part of Salah, it can be
compensated by doing the prostrations of
forgetfulness (sujood al-sahw). The Sunnah’s of
Salah, both in words and in actions, missing of any
does not require repeating Salah or doing the
prostrations of forgetfulness (sujood al-sahw). Then
we have stated how Rasool Allah (PBUH) offered his
Salah based on authentic ahadith. Rasool Allah
(PBUH) said “Salah is the Mi‘raj of a believer,”
therefore it should be performed as such. It start with
Takbeer-e-Tahrima which means after pronouncing
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this Takbeer we are supposed to cut off from this
world, be in the court of Allah (SWT) and start our
meeting with Him. We should know what we are
saying, how we are glorifying Him and what we are
asking Him. When the meeting with Him is
concluded we come back to this world with Tasleem
on both sides, as if to deliver the Message of Peace
to all turning our face to right-side and then left-side.
May Allah (SWT) bless us and provide us the right
guidance. We request that if you find any mistake or
have any suggestion to improve this booklet, please
do let us know.
In today’s complex and volatile world the
consequences of relying on fraudulent and
counterfeit Hadith to legitimize extremist behavior,
issue violent fatwas, and justify blatant abuse,
particularly of women, is not only far too easy but in
fact dangerous. Israr Khan addresses the sensitive
topic of Hadith authentication, focusing on the
criteria adopted by classical scholars to maintain that
concentration on the continuity and accuracy of the
chain of narrators, rather than the textual content of
Hadith, has led to particular Hadith being included
which either contradict other Hadith directly, project
the Prophet (SAAS) in an uncharacteristic light, or do
not reflect and/or conflict with the teachings of the
Qur’an. The study traces in careful detail the
historical development of the oral and written
traditions, as well as the many targeted attempts at
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fabrication that took place, critiquing in methodical
detail certain Hadith which have come to be widely
accepted as “authentic.” The prominent collections
we have today, were made possible by the
development of the science of Hadith criticism, and
Muslim scholars deserve deep appreciation for their
painstaking work, as well as their invaluable
contribution towards preserving the Hadith literature
to the best of their ability. However, insists the
author, the process is ongoing, and the closed door
policy which currently surrounds Hadith
authentication needs to be carefully reexamined.
The American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences
(AJISS) is a double blind peer-reviewed and
interdisciplinary journal that publishes a wide variety
of scholarly research on all facets of Islam and the
Muslim world: anthropology, economics, history,
philosophy and meta-physics, politics, psychology,
religious law, and traditional Islam. Submissions are
subject to a blind peer review process.
Explores the metafictional strategies of
contemporary African novels rather than
characterizing them primarily as a response to
colonialism.
BOOK DESCRIPTION "Pray as you have seen me
praying." - Prophet Muhammad (s) (Bukhari) This
book describes the performance of the salah - the
Islamic prayer - based on the Prophetic example. It
is perhaps the first attempt in the English language
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that collects all the authentic hadiths on each aspect
of the performance of the salah - be that a physical
movement or what is recited in it - then groups them
together, allowing the reader to see the exact
practice of the Prophet (s). Each aspect was dealt
with in a thorough manner without any preconceived
opinion so that the reader is satisfied that the
conclusion arrived on a given topic is what becomes
naturally evident from the comprehensive evidence
that is presented. Additionally, having all the sahih
hadiths in front of him/her helps the reader to see
which actions in the salah may be done in one most
authentic way, which ones in multiple ways, and
when there are choices, which option was more
commonly practiced by the Prophet (s). The main
book is intended for the serious students who seek
in-depth evidence for each topic while the Summary
Edition is a simple-to-read small book that is
designed for the common Muslims who only want to
know the final conclusions with minimal supporting
evidence. REVIEWS "For those who ... desire to
know how to pray based on the Prophetic example,
this book will provide them with that guideline and
the confidence that they will be making salah in the
way the Messenger of Allah (s) prayed." - IMAM
MOHAMED MAGID, Former ISNA President "[This]
book systematically categorizes various aspects of
the performance of the salah and brings together the
authentic hadiths from the six most authentic books
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of hadiths that are available on each topic ... I hope
that [it] will benefit many people in their efforts to
emulate the salah of the Prophet salla allahu 'alaihi
wa sallam as best as possible." - SHAYKH
ABDELMONIEM ELAMIN, Tooba University "The
book cites many hadiths and narrations by the
sahabah in a very organized fashion, enabling a
reader to easily find any topic related to the
performance of the salah. What makes it unique,
however, is that throughout the book, the author
focused on the authentic evidence from the original
sources ... I highly recommend this book to all the
Muslim brothers and sisters around the globe,
whether they already know how to make ?alah
properly or still learning to do so." - IMAM
MOHAMED ABDULLAHI, Muslim Community Center
WHICH EDITION IS RIGHT FOR YOU? This title
comes in the following three editions: 1) Performing
Salah Using the Prophetic Example (color, ISBN
978-1-943108-00-8): This edition contains
comprehensive evidence from all available hadiths
from the six most authentic books of hadith. It is
intended for the serious students who seek in-depth
evidence on each topic. Includes color pictures and
color text highlights. 568 pages. 2) Performing Salah
Using the Prophetic Example (black & white, ISBN
978-1-943108-01-5): This economy edition is
identical to the color edition, but all pictures and texts
are in black and white. 568 pages. 3) Performing
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Salah Using the Prophetic Example (Summary
Edition, ISBN 978-1-943108-04-6): This is a simpler
edition that is designed for the common Muslims
who only want to know the final conclusions with
minimal evidence without delving into detail evidence
and discussions. 166 pages.
A small but comprehensive, practical and informative guide
on the subject. It comes with the Arabic text, it’s English
transliteration for those unfamiliar with the Arabic script, and
translation of the obligatory prayers along with other prayers
and supplications. Fully Illustrated.
Drawing on canon studies, this book investigates the origins,
development and functions of the core of the Sunni ?ad?th
canon, the 'Authentic' ?ad?th collections of al-Bukh?r? and
Muslim, from the time of their authors to the modern period.
Omer Ergi's book is a rich and diverse collection of essays
that explain away or answers typical questions regarding the
tenets of Islamic faith and practice. Ergi's method is to extract
a lesson or a lifelong principle from what most people take for
granted in life. From blood cells to the galaxies, everything
has the potential to convey a message that removes the veil
of mystery of our existence.
- Sahih wa Dha'if Jami' Saghir, authenticated works originally
compiled by al-Suyuti - Sahihs of Abu Dawud, Tirmidhi,
Nasa'i, and Ibn Majah - Sahih wa Dhaeef Adabul Mufrad of alBukhari - Mishkat al-Masabih, authenticated version of the
original work.
The Form of Cities offers readers a considered theoretical
introduction to the art of designing cities. Demonstrates that
cities are replete with symbolic values, collective memory,
association and conflict. Proposes a new theoretical
understanding of urban design, based in political economy.
Demonstrates different ways of conceptualising the city,
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whether through aesthetics or the prism of gender, for
example. Written in an engaging and jargon-free style, but
retains a sophisticated interpretative edge. Complements
Designing Cities by the same author (Blackwell, 2003).
There has been an urgent need for a simple and concise
guide which teaches the basics of prayer for Muslims. This
book has been designed for people who don't know how to
pray yet or those who aren't sure whether they learned
correctly or not.In this book you will learn the prayers by
reading clear and simple descriptions of what to do along with
pictures to make sure you understood correctly. One of the
unique features of this book is that it doesn't limit itself to
teaching the rituals behind the prayer only. Rather, there is an
entire chapter dedicated to learning the meanings behind
each statement and action in the prayer.
Do you want your children to understand the power and the
success salah brings in our life?Do you want your children to
understand the reasons we pray, so they are even more
motivated to pray?Do you want your children to love their
salah even more and look forward to the incredible blessings
it brings in our lives?Then this is the book you MUST give
your child.Why do we have to pray? Why do we have to wake
up so early for fajr? Why pray everyday? How will my salah
help me? Why do I have to pray early?Don't just tell your
children to pray but strenthen their emaan and love for it, by
helping them understand "Why" we pray.This book is not like
the multitudes of great books out there, on the topic of "HOW
we pray" or to simply to tell children that they must pray.
Rather this is a book that goes DEEP into reasons, uses
exciting and relatable anecdotes, engaging stories to help
children understand the various benefits they will enjoy from
prayingPage count: 201Age group: 7 to 15 Parents can read
to children younger than 7 and help them in understanding
the concepts.
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A senior scholar of Islamic politics, providing a corrective to a
dangerous gap in understanding, explores the true nature of
contemporary Islamism and the essential ways in which it
differs from the religious faith of Islam.

Designed as a reference guide and a source of
inspiration, this volume presents a clear and elegant
English translation of Imam al-Nawawi’s classic,
together with the text of every single prayer and
invocation, both in Arabic letters and in romanisation.
Also included are all the author s statements about those
Hadiths which he related personally from his own
teachers, and his guidance on the correct spelling and
meanings of rare words and names. Finally, alNawawi’s comments on the sources of Hadiths are
supplemented by further scholarly notes.
------- BOOK DESCRIPTION ------- "Pray as you have
seen me praying." - Prophet Muhammad (s) (Bukhari)
This book describes the performance of the salah - the
Islamic prayer - based on the Prophetic example. It is
perhaps the first attempt in the English language that
collects all the authentic hadiths on each aspect of the
performance of the salah - be that a physical movement
or what is recited in it - then groups them together,
allowing the reader to see the exact practice of the
Prophet (s). Each aspect was dealt with in a thorough
manner without any preconceived opinion so that the
reader is satisfied that the conclusion arrived on a given
topic is what becomes naturally evident from the
comprehensive evidence that is presented. Additionally,
having all the sahih hadiths in front of him/her helps the
reader to see which actions in the salah may be done in
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one most authentic way, which ones in multiple ways,
and when there are choices, which option was more
commonly practiced by the Prophet (s). The main book is
intended for the serious students who seek in-depth
evidence for each topic while the Summary Edition is a
simple-to-read small book that is designed for the
common Muslims who only want to know the final
conclusions with minimal supporting evidence. ------REVIEWS ------- "For those who ... desire to know how to
pray based on the Prophetic example, this book will
provide them with that guideline and the confidence that
they will be making salah in the way the Messenger of
Allah (s) prayed." - IMAM MOHAMED MAGID, Former
ISNA President "[This] book systematically categorizes
various aspects of the performance of the salah and
brings together the authentic hadiths from the six most
authentic books of hadiths that are available on each
topic ... I hope that [it] will benefit many people in their
efforts to emulate the salah of the Prophet salla allahu
'alaihi wa sallam as best as possible." - SHAYKH
ABDELMONIEM ELAMIN, Tooba University "The book
cites many hadiths and narrations by the sahabah in a
very organized fashion, enabling a reader to easily find
any topic related to the performance of the salah. What
makes it unique, however, is that throughout the book,
the author focused on the authentic evidence from the
original sources ... I highly recommend this book to all
the Muslim brothers and sisters around the globe,
whether they already know how to make ?alah properly
or still learning to do so." - IMAM MOHAMED
ABDULLAHI, Muslim Community Center ------- WHICH
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EDITION IS RIGHT FOR YOU? ------- This title comes in
the following three editions: 1) Performing Salah Using
the Prophetic Example (color, ISBN 978-1-943108-00-8):
This edition contains comprehensive evidence from all
available hadiths from the six most authentic books of
hadith. It is intended for the serious students who seek indepth evidence on each topic. Includes color pictures
and color text highlights. 567 pages. 2) Performing Salah
Using the Prophetic Example (black & white, ISBN
978-1-943108-01-5): This edition is identical to the color
edition, but all pictures are in black and while and no text
highlights in color. Costs significantly less. 567 pages. 3)
Performing Salah Using the Prophetic Example
(Summary Edition, ISBN 978-1-943108-04-6): This is a
simpler edition that is designed for the common Muslims
who only want to know the final conclusions with minimal
evidence without delving into detail evidence and
discussions. Approximately 166 pages.
Asma Sayeed's book explores the history of women as
religious scholars from the first decades of Islam through
the early Ottoman period. Focusing on women's
engagement with had?th, this book analyzes dramatic
chronological patterns in women's had?th participation in
terms of developments in Muslim social, intellectual and
legal history. It challenges two opposing views: that
Muslim women have been historically marginalized in
religious education, and alternately that they have been
consistently empowered thanks to early role models
such as '?'isha bint Ab? Bakr, the wife of the Prophet
Muhammad. This book is a must-read for those
interested in the history of Muslim women as well as in
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debates about their rights in the modern world. The
intersections of this history with topics in Muslim
education, the development of Sunn? orthodoxies,
Islamic law and had?th studies make this work an
important contribution to Muslim social and intellectual
history of the early and classical eras.
A fascinating exploration of how global cultures struggle
to create their own "America" within a post-9/11 media
culture, Fabricating the Absolute Fake reflects on what it
might mean to truly take part in American pop culture.
We are delighted to introduce the proceedings of the 2nd
Konferensi BIPA Tahunan (Ke-BIPA-an) conducted by
Postgraduate Program of Javanese Literature and
Language Education in collaboration with Association of
Indonesian Language and Literature Lecturers (Asosiasi
Dosen Bahasa dan Sastra Indonesia/ADOBSI). The
technical program of the 2nd KEBIPAAN 2020 consisted
of 56 articles. The scopes of the conference were
Indonesian language for foreign speaker’s needs,
curriculum development, learning strategies, evaluations,
contribution of language, literature, and cultural. Aside
from the high quality technical paper presentations, the
technical program also featured three keynote speakers
as invited talk and technical workshops. The five keynote
speakers were Liliana Muliastuti, Petra Adamkove,
Muhammad Rohmadi, Ku Ares Tawandorloh, and
Kundharu Saddhono. The 2nd KEBIPAAN 2019
workshop aimed to address the new dimension of
analyzed Indonesian language for foreign speakers
needs, curriculum development, learning strategies,
evaluations, contribution of language, literature, and
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cultural in the critical thinking through academic writing
methodologies and approaches. Moreover, the workshop
aimed to gain insights key challenges, understanding,
and design criteria of employing technologies to improve
cultural services and applications. Coordination with the
steering chairs was the key for the success of the
workshop. We sincerely appreciate their constant
support and guidance. It was also a great pleasure to
work with such excellent committee for the hard work in
organizing and supporting the conference. In particular,
the Technical Program Committee have completed the
peer-review process of technical papers and made a
high-quality technical program. We are also grateful to all
team for the hard and smart work in supporting the event
and to all authors who submitted their papers in the 2nd
KEBIPAAN 2019 and conference. We strongly believe
that 2nd KEBIPAAN 2019 conference provides a good
forum for all researcher, developers, lecturers, teachers,
students, and practitioners to discuss all science and
technology aspects that are relevant to culture,
environment, education, science, and technology issues.
We also expect that the future Kebipaan conferences will
be successful event as indicated by the contributions
presented in this volume.
This is a letter from Imam Ahmad i (may Allah have
mercy on him). The treatise by Imam ibn Hanbal, the
Imam of the Hanbali school of juristic reasoning,
renowned for his steep knowledge, was written several
hundred years ago to the inhabitants of a town where the
Imam stayed for a period of time. It contains a full and
clear description of the prayer and includes detailed
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observations of the mistakes, which Imam Ahmad
observed during his time in that town. It was and remains
an invaluable work for all Muslims. Detailing as it does
many common errors made during prayers, some of
which are serious enough to invalidate the act of
worship.
"If you drink from the Fountain of Life, you will never die.
Nor will your knowledge pass away nor your gnosis. Nor
will your body, your spirit, your intellect, or your heart
ever die...This book was gathered from the Fountain of
Life. Whoever drinks from it will never thirst. He or she
will never die and will never go astray." In the first
volume of this exceptional work translated from the
original Arabic, Imam Salah El-Din begins to elucidate
the spiritual contours of the Path, giving the reader a firm
understaning of important subjects such as the Holy
Essence, the Level of Divinity, the Names and Attributes,
and the central role of the human being in existence. A
master of the Islamic sciences, his explanations are
rooted in the Quran and authentic Hadith, also making
use of illuminating parables that make subtle concepts
easy to grasp such as the Parables of the Queen and the
Treasure-house. Having read this book, one will be have
gained a Sufi vocabulary from one of the leading masters
of Sufism today. Imam Salah El-Din al-Tijani is an
internationally renowned scholar of Islam and the
greatest living master of the Tijani Path. A noble
descendant of the Prophet ?, Imam Salah El-Din
transmits the essence of Islamic spirituality based on
love. He currently resides in Cairo, Egypt where he
teaches in his zawiya located in the district of Embaba.
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For more information visit: en.sheikhsalah.com
This book explores new ways of analysing interactions
between different linguistic, cultural, and religious
communities across the Roman Empire from the reign of
Nerva to the Severans (96–235 CE). Bringing together
leading scholars in classics with experts in the history of
Judaism, Christianity and the Near East, it looks beyond
the Greco-Roman binary that has dominated many
studies of the period, and moves beyond traditional
approaches to intertextuality in its study of the circulation
of knowledge across languages and cultures. Its sixteen
chapters explore shared ideas about aspects of imperial
experience - law, patronage, architecture, the army - as
well as the movement of ideas about history, exempla,
documents and marvels. As the second volume in the
Literary Interactions series, it offers a new and expansive
vision of cross-cultural interaction in the Roman world,
shedding light on connections that have gone previously
unnoticed among the subcultures of a vast and evolving
Empire.
Note: This is a premium colour version. Normal colour version
is also available under the same title. This book from the
"Short & Simple" Series, the "Book of Sal?h" has been very
beautifully compiled and presented taking the Had?th of the
Prophet (?) "Pray as you have seen me pray" as a starting
point. The book is designed for primarily for the learners and
students of Qur'an Schools / Madrasah. Nevertheless, it will
also benefit Reverts (new Muslims) and any Muslim to aid
them to learn the Fiqh of Sal?h in a simple, summarised and
authentic manner according to the Sunnah of the Prophet (?).
It was our aim to pick the shortest and the most authentic
Du?'s sourced from Sahih Had?th for easy learning where
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more than one Du?' was available for the different positions of
Sal?h. Much thought and care has been taken to make this
book look appealing to the reader by using large, easy to
read, colourful text and photos.
This book contributes to a growing corpus of writing on the
body, bringing new perspectives to this fascinating and
topical subject. Feminist, psychoanalytic and queer readings,
among others, have demonstrated the extent of the functions
and roles fulfilled by the body, as well as the number of
critical perspectives it can serve. However, by and large,
African representations of the body have been overlooked.
This coherent volume brings together essays on the portrayal
of the body in African art, film, literature, photography and
theatre. The book includes thematically linked contributions
which explore issues of power and representation, and
reflects current trends in the study of the body and more
broadly within the field of African Studies.
In these two short novels, Bahaa Abdel Meguid displays the
impressive range of his narrative imagination. Set in the lowerclass Cairo district of Shubra, Saint Theresa tells the story of
two young women, Budour and Sawsan, childhood friend who
come of age following the 1967 war. Budour marries a
humble tailor named Girgis, but begins an extended affair
with his Jewish employer, Luka. Her friend Sawsan goes off
to the university, only to fall in love with a dangerous young
Marxist named Salim. From the ghost of a mad grandmother
to student protests following Egypt's peace treaty with Israel,
Saint Theresa presents a sweeping portrait of Egyptian
society through the lives, loves, and jealousies of Sawsan,
Budour, Girgis, and Luka. In Sleeping with Strangers, Abdel
Meguid turns his lens on the United States - following an
Egyptian, Basim, who is drawn to the 'land of opportunity,'
only to end up in an American prison. His encounter with a
fellow prisoner who preaches of the 'black Messiah,' and his
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affair with a Russian woman become entangled with Basim's
family history of Egyptian official secrets and a pile of stolen
documents. Masterfully told, Sleeping with Strangers evokes
the conflicting pull of east and west, as Basim is torn between
Cairo and Boston, alternately drawn to and repelled by his
vision of America.
With the help of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
big data analytics, the internet of things (IoT) is creating
partnerships within industry where machines, processes, and
humans communicate with one another. As this radically
changes traditional industrial operations, this results in the
rapid design, cheap manufacture, and effective customization
of products. Answering the growing demand of customers
and their preferences has become a challenge for such
partnerships. Industrial Internet of Things and Cyber-Physical
Systems: Transforming the Conventional to Digital is a
collection of innovative research that discusses development,
implementation, and business impacts of IoT technologies on
sustainable societal development and improved life quality.
Highlighting a wide range of topics such as green
technologies, wireless networks, and IoT policy, this book is
ideally designed for technology developers, entrepreneurs,
industrialists, programmers, engineers, technicians,
researchers, academicians, and students.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First
International Conference on Blockchain, ICBC 2018, held as
part of the Services Conference Federation, SCF 2018, in
Seattle, USA, in June 2018. The 16 full papers and 7 short
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from
36 submissions. The papers cover a wide range of topics in
blockchain technologies, platforms, solutions and business
models such as new blockchain architecture, platform
constructions, blockchain development and blockchain
services technologies as well as standards, and blockchain
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services innovation lifecycle including enterprise modeling,
business consulting, solution creation, services orchestration,
services optimization, services management, services
marketing, business process integration and management.
Hadith is an important aspect in understanding Sharia and a
complicated one. It is the second source of Islamic Sharia. It
is an interpretation of the Book of Allah by the Messenger of
Allah. It is a very difficult science as it is based upon
narration, who narrated it, and how it was narrated. In this
book, we tried to make it as simple as we can but it is a
service that is studied by the students of Quran and Sunnah
at the Master or Ph.D. level.
There are many books dealing with the Subject of Salat in
both Arabic and Urdu. Many of these books are well written
and provide an informative and comprehensive view of how
Salat should be performed according to the teachings of
Prophet Muhammad (S.W.S). Unfortunately, there are very
few books in English which deal with the subject in the same
informative and comprehensive way. Because of these
weaknesses in existing literature in English we felt that the
need existed to produce a medium sized book on Salat which
would approach the subject according to the teachings of the
Prophet Muhammad (S.W.S). The Prophet, himself, said,
“Pray as you have seen me praying." During our research we
sometimes found that differences occurred between
established practices in various prayer books. In these
circumstances we referred to authentic hadiths of the Prophet
Muhammad (S.W.S) so that the points could be clarified as
much as possible. This was, because, for a true Muslim there
is no greater proof for settling arguments than authentic
hadiths and practices of Prophet Muhammad (S.W.S). We
hope that Allah will accept this humble attempt because
without His support and help we would never have been able
to do this work. Finally, we ask all our Muslim brothers and
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sisters to study the text and to strive to pray according to it.
As you'll not aware that many sites are asking for money in $.
I have made this book free to all countries and in return I'm
asking for you to remember me in your prayer. It was also
mentioned by Dr. Zakir Naik in one of his speech that the best
book to recommend is this book. watch in video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_xTrig2XEE Thanks to all
for downloading and making better use of this book. It gives
immense pleasure to announce that A Guide to Salat (Prayer)
in Islam is downloaded in most of country. Presenting name
of top 3 countries where this book is downloaded the most.
SG (Singapore) 5755 US (United States) 2112 GB (United
Kingdom) 1026 Thanks to All. Remember me and an author
in your prayers.
BOOK DESCRIPTION Ittiba', Ijtihad, and Taqlid are three
important concepts that affect one's practice of Islam whether
he is a scholar or an ordinary Muslim. Ittiba' is "obedience," or
the understanding of whom we should follow and give our
obedience to in practicing or living by our religion. Ijtihad is to
strive with utmost sincerity in arriving at the truth or the
resolution of a problem. And taqlid is "blind imitation" or
accepting the opinion or judgment of a person or a group
without checking for its validity or evidence, believing that it is
always correct. One who engages in taqlid does not consider
any contrary opinion even if it may be backed up by authentic
evidence from the Sunnah, since he/she believes that his
Imam or madhhab is always correct or has the best opinions
already. This work shows that Islam teaches us to submit our
intellect to none but Allah and accept opinions based on
objective evidence regardless of affiliations. It also points out
some of the ill effects of taqlid on the ummah. EXCERPTS "A
Muslim, by Qur'anic obligation, has a duty to think, and he
submits his intellect to none but the Creator of the heavens
and the earth, and then, by His authority, to His prophets.
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Opinions of all other human beings or entities are subject to
test for soundness." - From the Introduction "As the
knowledge of the Sunnah spreads among people, its spirit will
touch and guide all spheres of human life ... More and more
people will come to discover the beauty and essence of this
religion. Ignorance among common people will give way to
better understanding and practice of our religion and what it
means to be Muslim while incompetence, superficial
knowledge, sectarian mindset, and even lack of basic
manners ... will be replaced by genuine scholarship, deeper
understanding and insight, generous outlook, and
independent thinking and judgment that is free of fear of
enmity and sectarian intolerance. The fresh and revitalizing
breeze of the Sunnah can bring about such an atmosphere; it
is not utopian but a reality that existed among the early
Muslims and many today are yearning for its return." - From
the Epilogue
Examines the relationship between Mughal political culture
and the two dominant strains of Islam’s Sufi traditions in
South Asia: one centred around orthodoxy, the other focusing
on a more accommodating and mystical spirituality. Based on
a critical study of a large number of contemporary Persian
texts, court chronicles, epistolary collections, and biographies
of sufi mystics, The Mughals and the Sufis examines the
complexities in the relationship between Mughal political
culture and the two dominant strains of Islam's Sufi traditions
in South Asia: one centered around orthodoxy, the other
focusing on a more accommodating and mystical spirituality.
Muzaffar Alam analyses the interplay of these elements, their
negotiation and struggle for resolution via conflict and
coordination, and their longer-term outcomes as the empire
followed its own political and cultural trajectory as it shifted
from the more liberal outlook of Emperor Akbar "The Great"
(r. 1556–1605) to the more rigid attitudes of his greatPage 22/25
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grandson, Aurangzeb 'Alamgir (r. 1658–1701). Alam brings to
light many new and underutilized sources relevant to the
religious and cultural history of the Mughals and reinterprets
well-known sources from a new perspective to provide one of
the most detailed and nuanced portraits of Indian Islam under
the Mughal Empire available today. Muzaffar Alam is George
V. Bobrinskoy Professor in South Asian Languages and
Civilizations at the University of Chicago. He is the author of
several books, including, The Languages of Political Islam:
India 1200–1800 and The Crisis of Empire in Mughal North
India: Awadh and the Punjab, 1707–1748.
This text offers a rich investigation, both historical and
ethnographic, of conflicting and transforming attitudes toward
festivals in contemporary Egypt.
------- BOOK DESCRIPTION ------- "Pray as you have seen
me praying." - Prophet Muhammad (s) (Bukhari) This
Summary Edition is an abridged and simplified version of the
main book that describes the performance of the salah - the
Islamic prayer - based on the Prophetic example. The main
book is perhaps the first attempt in the English language that
collects all the authentic hadiths on each aspect of the
performance of the salah - be that a physical movement or
what is recited in it - then groups them together, allowing the
reader to see the exact practice of the Prophet (s). Each
aspect was dealt with in a thorough manner without any
preconceived opinion so that the reader is satisfied that the
conclusion arrived on a given topic is what becomes naturally
evident from the comprehensive evidence that is presented.
Additionally, having all the sahih hadiths in front of him/her
helps the reader to see which actions in the salah may be
done in one most authentic way, which ones in multiple ways,
and when there are choices, which option was more
commonly practiced by the Prophet (s). The main book is
intended for the serious students who seek in-depth evidence
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for each topic while the Summary Edition is a simple-to-read
small book that is designed for the common Muslims who
only want to know the final conclusions with minimal
supporting evidence. ------- REVIEWS ON THE COMPLETE
SET ------- "For those who ... desire to know how to pray
based on the Prophetic example, this book will provide them
with that guideline and the confidence that they will be
making salah in the way the Messenger of Allah (s) prayed." IMAM MOHAMED MAGID, Former ISNA President "[This]
book systematically categorizes various aspects of the
performance of the salah and brings together the authentic
hadiths from the six most authentic books of hadiths that are
available on each topic ... I hope that [it] will benefit many
people in their efforts to emulate the salah of the Prophet
salla allahu 'alaihi wa sallam as best as possible." - SHAYKH
ABDELMONIEM ELAMIN, Tooba University "The book cites
many hadiths and narrations by the sahabah in a very
organized fashion, enabling a reader to easily find any topic
related to the performance of the salah. What makes it
unique, however, is that throughout the book, the author
focused on the authentic evidence from the original sources
... I highly recommend this book to all the Muslim brothers
and sisters around the globe, whether they already know how
to make ?alah properly or still learning to do so." - IMAM
MOHAMED ABDULLAHI, Muslim Community Center ------WHICH EDITION IS RIGHT FOR YOU? ------- This title
comes in the following three editions: 1) Performing Salah
Using the Prophetic Example (color; 567 pages; ISBN
978-1-943108-00-8): This edition contains comprehensive
evidence from all available hadiths from the six most
authentic books of hadith. It is intended for the serious
students who seek in-depth evidence on each topic. Includes
color pictures and color text highlights. 2) Performing Salah
Using the Prophetic Example (black & white; 567 pages;
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ISBN 978-1-943108-01-5): This edition is identical to the color
edition, but all pictures are in black and white and no text
highlights in color. Costs significantly less. 3) Performing
Salah Using the Prophetic Example (Summary Edition; 166
pages; ISBN 978-1-943108-02-2): This is a simpler edition
that is designed for the common Muslims who only want to
know the final conclusions with minimal evidence without
delving into detail evidence and discussions.
The longing for authenticity, on an individual or collective
level, connects the search for external expressions to internal
orientations. What is largely referred to as production of
authenticity is a reformulation of cultural values and norms
within the ongoing process of modernity, impacted by
globalization and contemporary transnational cultural flows.
This collection interrogates the notion of authenticity from an
anthropological point of view and considers authenticity in
terms of how meaning is produced in and through discourses
about authenticity. Incorporating case studies from four
continents, the topics reach from art and colonialism to
exoticism-primitivism, film, ritual and wilderness. Some
contributors emphasise the dichotomy between the academic
use of the term and the one deployed in public spaces and
political projects. All, however, consider authenticity as
something that can only be understood ethnographically, and
not as a simple characteristic or category used to distinguish
some behaviors, experiences or material things from other
less authentic versions.
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